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Some Summer Sixteen

It may be hard to believe, but this year brings us the 8th annual Humboldt Photography
Exhibition. Eight years! Five of the seven grand prize winners have been RCC members. Entry
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day is July 16th at the RAA, 609 F Street, from 11AM to 2PM. Complete details should have been
emailed to all RCC members. If you didn’t get this email, please contact Sharon Falk-Carlsen. This
year the Eureka Chamber of Commerce has chosen to focus on the RAA for the month of August.
This entails a cocktail event to be held at the RAA building (while the HPE in on exhibit) on August
18th from 5PM-7PM. Everyone is invited! And besides this, the HPE is a wonderful photography
competition and exhibition.
The judge this year is Kathryn Mayo, who heads
the photography program at Consumnes River College
in Sacramento, where since 2007 she has been teaching
photography full-time and where she has served as chair
of her department. She teaches a broad range of classes in
both film and digital, encompassing all film formats from
35mm to large and ultra large format, photo history, photo
manipulation, and alternative photographic processes. She
also teaches private workshops at her home studio in the wet
plate collodion historic process. See the next page for a few
samples of her photography work.
Late summer brings the 120th annual Humboldt
County Fair which will run from August 18th to the 28th.
RCC sponsors the awards for the youth photography, as well
as awarding RCC ribbons and prizes. Yet there’s the adult photography competitions, too. Over the
years participation has lessened due to less than stellar management by the Fair organization. Still a few
stouthearted RCC members continue to make an effort, so if other members attend the Fair, please
take time to visit the Fine Arts/Red Barn buildings and see the exhibits. — •
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Samples of Kathryn Mayo’s Photography

Photograph & Copyright Kathryn Mayo
Hide Under the Shadow Of Your Wings
Photograph & Copyright Kathryn Mayo
Circle Rehearsal #3

Photograph & Copyright Kathryn Mayo
Title Unknown
—2—
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Maximizing Dynamic Range / greg nyquist
Maximizing the dynamic range of
your digital camera is really quite easy.
All you need to do is (1) shoot at your
camera’s base ISO; (2) shoot in raw and
process your image in a raw converter such
as Lightroom; and (3) achieve an optimal
exposure to the right side of the histogram.
Shooting in raw is a no-brainer,
but raw files have to be processed in a
raw converter to take advantage of their
extra data. Once the image is loaded into
Photoshop, it’s no longer a raw file, and
contains less data and, ipso facto, features
significantly lower dynamic range.
Base ISO is whatever ISO setting
produces the best signal-to-noise ratio.
It’s often, but not always, the lowest ISO
setting on the camera.
An optimal exposure is attained by
exposing the image as bright as possible
without blowing out any highlights. The
most common technique when using a
DSLR is to examine the histogram of the
image, either in playback or with a digital
preview. Simply choose the exposure that
contains as much data to the right of the
histogram without clipping highlights.
Below is an example of the histogram of
an “underexposed” image:

As a real world example, consider
an image taken amongst the hoodoos of
Bryce Canyon. Here we have a narrow
ravine with high dark walls on both
sides and a very bright, partly cloudy
sky above. Ten years ago, I would have
been forced to take several different
exposures and combine them using
HDR or compositing techniques in post
to capture the dynamic range of such a
scene. Nowadays, many cameras can easily
capture such a scene in a single image—
assuming, that is, that ETTR is used to
attain an optimal exposure. Here’s what
an optimized exposure looks like straight
out of the camera:

In the unprocessed image, bright
areas are too bright, dark areas too dark.
But that’s easily fixed in Lightroom.
Using the shadow recovery slider, tone
curve sliders, the orange saturation slide
and some judicious dodging and burning
with the adjustment brush, it’s fairly easy
to attain something like this:

Exposing to the right (ETTR)
would look something like this:

—3—
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Part One: Alfred Stieglitz, Photography’s
Impresario, Advocate, and Talented Practitioner /
john lynch
When introducing the readers of The
Snapshot to important photographers ,
Alfred Stieglitz should have been my very
first presentation. I apologize. To me,
Alfred Stieglitz is to photography what Les
Paul was to the electric guitar. He didn’t
invent photography, but he did become
one of the most famous photographers
of his time, introduced modern art
to America, married one of the most
famous modern American artists, and was
principally responsible for establishing
photography as a serious new artistic
medium.
Alfred Stieglitz was born in Hoboken,
New Jersey January 1, 1864. That’s right,
during the last part of the Civil War. In
fact, his father had been an officer in the
Union Army and was wounded and sent
home to recover. Alfred was the first of

Alfred Stieglitz, 1933
Photograph by Dorothy Norman

seven children born to Edward Stieglitz
and Hedwig Ann Werner.
Edward was determined to give his
son the best education he could. He sent
him to the private Charlier Institute in
New York. Classes here and at the public
high school Alfred attended his senior year
didn’t challenge him, and didn’t impress
his father as preparing him for college. In
1881, to better prepare Alfred, Edward
sold the family business for the princely
sum of $400,000* and moved the whole
family to Germany to enroll Alfred at the
Technische Hocschule in Berlin. Here he
took a class from Herman Wilhelm Vogel
who was a leading researcher in the new
field of Photo Chemistry.
In 1884 the rest of the Stieglitz family
left Germany and returned to America.
Alfred, however, stayed and continued
his studies in photo chemistry, photo
techniques, and contemporary modern
art of the 1880s (this was actually a very
exciting time in the art world with the
transition from the romantic and classical
art that had dominated the art world
for centuries to impressionism and the
beginnings of
modern art.) It
was through this
independent
study that he
formulated his
thinking that
photography was
really a serious
new art medium
and that it should
be considered by
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the international art community as such.
This study also lead to Stieglitz’
first published article in 1887 titled, “A
Word or Two about Photography in
Germany” for the magazine Amateur
Photographer. This was to become the first
in a series of articles on photography and
photo techniques for various magazines
in Germany, England, and America.
Alfred wasn’t just writing and researching
photography at this time, he was also
producing great images.
The same year he began publishing
articles on photography he began
submitting images to photography contests
… and winning. His first entry was to
the Holiday Photo Contest of the English
Amateur Photographer and won first prize
for “Last Joke, Bellagio” -- the next year
he won first and second prize in the same
competition.
Stieglitz was establishing a reputation
as a talented photographer, and as a writer
of all things photographic in Germany,
England, and America. This was all
before he did any serious photography in
America.

A Wet Day on the Boulevard, Paris, 1897
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In the next issue of The Snapshot I will finish with
Alfred Stieglitz’ return to America, and the rest of his
career. It is hard enough to cram the lives of important
photographers into 500 or so words, but with Stieglitz
the rest of his life would not have made as much sense
without first knowing his preamble.— •
* My guess is this might be something like $20-$40 million in
today’s dollars, since Sears was selling shotguns then for $8.50.

The Hand of Man, 1902
Last Joke, Bellagio, 1887
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Freshwater Farms Reserve Nature Trail /
william wood
A new nature trail has recently
been opened at Freshwater Farms
Reserve, owned and managed by the
Northcoast Regional Land Trust. The
trail starts on Myrtle Avenue about
half a mile west of Freshwater Road
when traveling toward Eureka (photo
1). A spacious, well-marked parking
lot is about 100 yards past the old
milking barn.
The Freshwater Farms Reserve is
a 74-acre parcel. Most of this area was
originally a salt marsh. Like most of
the native salt marshes that originally
surrounded Humboldt Bay, early
settlers converted it to pasture lands.
Now the tide gate on the Freshwater

Creek levee has been breached, so it
is periodically flooded with salt water.
Revegetation with salt tolerant plants
has returned much of the reserve
to a salt marsh (photo 2). Now
Coho salmon, steelhead and coastal
cutthroat trout use this area prior to
their migration to the ocean.
The reserve still contains several
commercial operations. Cattle graze
in the pastures beyond the salt
marsh (photo 3) and several acres
of vegetable gardens adjoin the trail
system. A small farm store sits next
to the old milking barn. Trail visitors
are asked not to park by the farm
store. Also, dogs are not allowed on

the nature trail because of the cattle
in the pastures.
The nature trail is three-quarters
of a mile in length. It starts through
farmlands, then a tree-lined path
(photo 4), and finally along the dike
of Freshwater Creek and Slough
(photos 5 & 6).
It ends near the mouth of Wood
Creek. A deck has been constructed
near the mouth of Wood Creek and
extends into the reclaimed salt marsh
(photo 7). The trail ends just beyond
the deck so you must retrace your
steps back to the car park.— •

Photographs & Copyrights William Wood
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Captions
1. Start of the Nature Trail © WmFWood
2. Native Plants in Salt Marsh © WmFWood
3. Cattle Graze on the Reserve © WmFWood
4. Walkers on the Trail © WmFWood
5. Freshwater Slough © WmFWood
6. Abandoned Boat in Slough© WmFWood
7. Observation Deck at End of Trail© WmFWood
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Exploring Bald Hills Road / mary ann machi
Late May -- It was a deep blue sky and
white fluffy cloud kind of day so I headed
up to Bald Hills Road hoping for some vivid
landscape photographs. From mid-town
Eureka, Orick is about a forty-five minute drive
and is, in itself, very scenic. The views include
Arcata Bay, Clam Beach, several lagoons, and
redwood forest. You also might encounter the
Roosevelt Elk herd near Stone Lagoon Red
Schoolhouse. Bald Hills Road is just north of
Orick on the east side of the highway.

Although I was aiming for the Lyons
Ranch area, I made several interesting stops
along the way. About a quarter mile from
Highway 101, on the right, is a shaded lane
ending at a wooden footbridge, the beginning
of the Redwood Creek trailhead. Next is Lady
Bird Johnson Grove. The walk among the
redwoods in an easy and mostly flat loop trail
that covers about a mile. Further along is the
Redwood Creek Overlook providing very large

Photographs & Copyrights Mary Ann Machi

views to the south and the west, including that
of the Pacific. (Restroom facilities available.)
Many of you are familiar with the old
truck just off the roadway and have shown
photos of it at the club. Did you know there’s
another wreck? As you leave the Overlook
clock 8/10ths of a mile keep a sharp eye out for
it. You’ll find it about one hundred feet in on
the north side of the road. It’s really easy to miss
and a bit difficult to get to, but could be worth
a shot.

section of barbed wire) and visit the lookout.
The trek up the road from the gate is a steep
one and required several stops to catch my
breath but it was well worth the effort. Three
hundred sixty degree views were the reward.
Flora: California Poppies, Crimson
Columbine, Foxglove, Delphinium,
Buttercup, Coastal Lupine, Pink Wild Rose,
Yellow Mustard, Yellow Iris, Vetch, Wild
Strawberry, Rhododendrons in many shades
of pink, Tiger Lilies preparing to bloom, and
many I don’t know by name.
The lupine put on a spectacular show in
2014. This year, comparatively, there are few,
now fading, but enough to add some color to
the landscape.
Fauna: Hawks, squirrels, chipmunks,
gopher snakes, ravens, buzzards.
I encountered what I believe were two
gopher snakes, each about two feet long
and about a mile apart, stretched out in the
roadway, apparently catching some sun. I
prodded them off the road with a very long
stick hoping they would not meet their demise
when a fast moving truck came barreling along.
Soon you’ll leave behind the dense forest
My journey east ended just as the forest
and be treated to wonderful panoramas of open closes in, but you can continue on to Martin’s
meadows, rolling hills, and forested mountains Ferry, head south to Hoopa, Willow Creek,
in the distance. If you’re ready for a pleasant
walk on an old road, stop at the Lyons Ranch
Trail. Once on the trail, I chose the right fork
and passed meadows in bloom with lots of
wild flowers, stands of oak, and amazing vistas.
The left fork goes to the old Lyons Ranch
homestead.
Continuing up Bald Hills
Road the first road to the left,
9/10ths of a mile after the Lyons
Ranch Trail parking lot, takes you
to Schoolhouse Peak fire lookout. and then west on Highway 299. Several years
While the road is dirt I found it
ago I covered those additional sixteen miles but
easily passable in my car. At the
found the stretch of road from Redwood Creek
gate there’s room for two or three Overlook to Schoolhouse Peak to be the most
cars to park without blocking gate scenic. — •
access. A quick call to the park
LINKS:
ranger assured me it was okay to
http://www.redwoodhikes.com/RNP/Lyons.
pass the gate (under it or over a
html
—8—
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Flowers off Route 36 & Berry Summit / Pam Cone
Pam Cone kindly submitted this collection of flower pictures she took on a recent foray.— •

Photographs & Copyrights Pam Cone
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Shore Acres State park (Oregon State Parks) /
Photograph & Copyright Mary Ann Machi
Mary Ann Machi
The Humboldt County Library recently hosted a
presentation by a local geologist who spoke about the effects
of movement of the local tectonic plates, particularly the
Gorda and Juan de Fuca plates subducting under the North
America plate. As they do so the land mass is uphove, often
dramatically. Nowhere did this appear more evident to me
than at Shore Acres State Park near Charleston, Oregon
where the massive sandstone rocks angle up at about fortyfive degrees.
In addition to fantastic geology along the shore, the
park is the site of the former home of land baron Louis
Simpson (the very same Simpson known here in Humboldt
County as a timber baron). There are extensive gardens with
masses of tulips, rhododendrons, and roses, a formal garden
and lily pond, gift shop, walking trails and an observatory
overlooking the Pacific. Lots of photographic opportunities abound.
Directions: About twelve miles north of Bandon, Oregon, turn left onto West Beaver Hill Road/Seven Devils Road to Cape
Arago Highway. Another sixteen miles takes you to the park.— •
LINKS:
http://shoreacres.net/
http://oregonstateparks.org/index.cfm?do=parkPage.dsp_parkPage&parkId=68

The Classifieds

Board

Sharon Falk-Carlsen — President
Pam Cone — Vice-President
Janice Rollins-Dean — Treasurer
William Wood — Secretary
Jack Hopkins — Member at Large
David Pal — Member at Large
Stilson Snow — Member at Large

Lessons
Learn Photoshop or Elements —
$20 per hour.
Contact Diane Williams at
(707) 445-2276 or
deedeelw@aim.com
Learn Photoshop, Lightroom, or
Illustrator — $20 per hour.
Contact Hal Work at
hal.work@suddenlink.net

Shows
Photographic Journeys
Thomas Bethune (& Diana Schoenfeld)
July 2-30, 2016
Piante Gallery — Eureka
Barns of Humboldt
Becque Olson
July 2-30, 2016
Ramone’s Bakery & Cafe — McKinleyville
						California Redwood Coast
						Humboldt County Airport
						Stilson Snow, ongoing for six months
						Humboldt Photography Exhibition
						— July 20-August 19
						RAA — Eureka
						Hagopian Annual RCC Show
						— September-October
						Humboldt County Library — Eureka
						
F Street Foto Gallery Annual RCC Show
						— November-December
— 10 —
						Upstairs
at Swanlund’s Camera — Eureka
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Annual Picnic 2016
July 9, 2016 is the date for the annual Redwood Camera Club
picnic. This year, as the last two years, Williams Grove, on the
Avenue of the Giants has been selected as the site. Approximately 50
miles south of Eureka, this part of the Humboldt Redwoods State
Park is beautiful and serene. Sharon Falk-Carlsen plans to arrive
early enough to have a shot at saving a good spot for our group. The
stated start time is 11AM, but arrival is whenever members want to
get there and ending time is the same.
To get to Williams Grove, exit at Myers Flat and go north on
the Avenue of the Giants or choose your own route based on the
map below. Williams Grove is on the west side of the road. It’s
BYO-lunch, drink, sunscreen, bug repellent, chair, ice, and of course,
equipment. See you there!— •

Meetings
July 9, 2016

Annual Picnic at
Williams Grove

July 23, 2016
Regular meeting

August 13, 2016
Regular meeting

August 27, 2016
Regular meeting

September 10, 2016
Regular meeting

September 24, 2016
3nd Quarter Theme Due
“Images of Water”
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Photographs & Copyrights Sharon Falk-Carlsen
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The Golden Gate to Our Great State
Inspired by recent Golden Gate Bridge pictures from members Bill Wood and Diane Williams, I put out a request for other pictures of this
great bridge ... and WOW, great response! No particular other reason for this collection at this time, but maybe there’s a nudge towards our Annual
Challenge. If only the Golden Gate Bridge were in Humboldt or Del Norte County! Thanks to all who submitted photographs. Enjoy!— •

“Untitled” by David Callow

Photograph & Copyright David Callow

“Golden Gate Bridge in the Fog”
by Woody Thompson

Photograph & Copyright Woody Thompson
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Clockwise:
“Cloud on the Golden
Gate” by Steve
Kamelgarn, “The
Presidio” by Jon Exley,
and“Under the Golden
Gate” by
Diane Williams

Photograph & Copyright Steve Kamelgarn

Photograph & Copyright Diane Williams
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Photograph & Copyright Jon Exley
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“Golden Gate” by
William Wood

Photograph & Copyright William Wood

Photograph & Copyright Rose Kidder

“Golden Memories” by Rose Kidder
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Photograph & Copyright Jim Shryne

Clockwise from top: “Untitled” by
Jim Shryne, “Untitled” by Wes Rishel,
“Untitled” by Rachael Shryne,
“Hazy First Day of Spring on the Bridge”
by Becque Olson

Photograph & Copyright Wes Rishel

Photograph & Copyright Becque Olson

Photograph & Copyright Rachael Shryne
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“Golden Gate Bridge
in the Spring” by
Woody Thompson

Photograph & Copyright Woody Thompson

“Untitled” by Jim Shryne

Photograph & Copyright Jim Shryne
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“Golden Sunset on the Golden Gate”
by Steve Kamelgarn

Photograph & Copyright Steve Kamelgarn

“Buena Vista Heights” by Jon Exley

Photograph & Copyright Jon Exley
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“Untitled” by
Rachael Shryne

Photograph & Copyright Rachael Shryne

“Halo Over the Golden Gate” by Steve Kamelgarn

Photograph & Copyright Steve Kamelgarn
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“Untitled” by Wes Rishel

Photograph & Copyright Wes Rishel

“Postcard From SF”
by Becque Olson

Photograph & Copyright Becque Olson
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Best in Show!
Congratulations to John Lynch whose “Powerful Connections” took a “Best in Show” prize at
the Northwest Eye. It’s a beauty!— •

Photograph & Copyright
John Lynch
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